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How to have noise free Speech on T1E1 line?
Scenario Description:
T1E1 Port of ETERNITY is connected either with the PRI Line coming from
Service Provider or with the T1E1 Port of any other System (PBX).
Observation:
When making a call or answering a call on the T1E1 Trunk of ETERNITY, noise
is detected when a user is speaking.
Troubleshooting Steps:
Step1: Change the Slot of T1E1 Card and check.
Step2: Replace the cable connected with T1E1 Port and check the speech now. If
the noise is still observed in the calls over T1E1 Port then move to Step 3.
Step3: Set Clock Synchronization under System Parameters
Set Clock Synchronization Frequency 2.048 MHz in case of E1 and 1.54 MHz in
case of T1.
Check whether the Service Provider or the System connected with T1E1 Port of
ETERNITY provides clock to ETERNITY or derives clock from ETERNITY.
If the Service Provider or the System connected with T1E1 Port provides clock
to ETERNITY then configure the connected T1E1 Port in the “Clock Source
Priority – 1”.
If the T1E1 Port is configured as T1, then configure the Clock Synchronization
Frequency as 1.54 MHz and if the T1E1 Port is configured as E1, then configure
the Clock Synchronization Frequency as 2.048 MHz.

…When the Clock Synchronization Frequency is changed, the System will

restart. In case of multiple Service Providers or if multiple System lines (from
other PBX) are connected with ETERNITY, it is recommended to perform Clock
Synchronization with only one of them.
If the Service Provider or the System connected with T1E1 Port is not providing
clock to ETERNITY then configure “None” in Clock Source Priority – 1 to Clock
Source Priority – 4.
Check the speech now. If the noise is still observed in the calls over T1E1 Port
then move to Step 4.

Step4: Check the status of T1E1 Port under T1E1 Configuration  Status
 Click on Clear Alarm/Counter
 Refresh the page and check all the Counts
 If any count varies then set None in Clock Synchronization and check again

Step5: Check the PCB Version of T1E1 Card.
ETERNITY PE V1R1
ETERNTIY GE V1R3
ETERNITY ME V2R1
If the PCB version of T1E1 Card is same or lower than the mentioned VersionRevision then move to Step 6.
Step5: Check for the two capacitors at the primary side of Transformer X2 on the
T1E1 Card. Check for the two ceramic capacitors of 100 nF each, at the primary
side of the Transformer X2 of T1E1 Port on the T1E1 Card (Refer to the image

below).

If the two ceramic capacitors of 100 nF are present at the primary side of
Transformer X2 of the T1E1 Port on the T1E1 Card then refer to Step 6. If no
capacitors are present at the primary side of Transformer X2 of the T1E1 Port on
the T1E1 Card then, perform either of the below mentioned actions:
If it is feasible, solder two ceramic capacitors of 100 nF at the primary side of
Transformer X2. Solder one capacitor between Pin no. 2 of Transformer X2 and
Ground, and second capacitor between pin no. 7 of Transformer X2 and Ground
(Refer to the image given above).
If it is not feasible, get the T1E1 Card for repairing to Matrix RMA and ask RMA
team to solder Capacitor at the primary side of the Transformer X2.

…In case of T1E1 Dual Card, there will be two transformers, viz., Transformer
X2 and Transformer X4. So, for T1E1 Dual Card, four capacitors will be required,
two capacitors for Transformer X2 and two capacitors for Transformer X4.
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